
ICS3U: Introduction to Computer Science Program Flow, Part 1

Program Flow, Part 1 Review
Write programs that accomplish each task. Use appropriate variable names and prompts for user input 
when necessary. Include a header (comments) for each program, consisting of your name, student 
number, date, and brief description of the program, like the example below.

# J. Garvin (123456)
# 2018-03-07
# Given two positive integers, determine if one is a multiple of the other.

1. Have the user enter two integers, then output whether the first value is greater than, less than, or 
equal to the second value.

2. Ask the user to enter a positive, four-digit integer, then determine the following characteristics:
• Is it larger than 6000?
• Is it an even number?
• Does it begin with a 9?
• Does it begin and end with the same digit?
Note that more than one condition may be true.

3. At the International Garvinball Tournament, each player plays six games. Ties are not allowed. 
Each player is placed into a group, according to the number of wins s/he has. These groups are:
• Group C: 1 or 2 wins.
• Group B: 2 or 3 wins.
• Group A: 4 or more wins.
Players who do not win a single game are eliminated from the tournament. Write a program that 
asks the user to input 6 letters, W or L, representing either a win or a loss. Based on the number of 
wins entered, display the group into which the player is placed, or inform the player that s/he has 
been eliminated.

4. In the children’s game Duck Duck Goose, one child walks around a circle of other children seated 
on the ground, patting each seated child on the head and saying “duck”. After a few children have 
been “duck”ed, the walker pats the next child on the head and shouts “goose!”. The two children 
run around the circle, until one sits down in the vacated seat. The child still standing becomes the 
one to walk around the circle. Simulate Duck Duck Goose by randomly selecting either “duck” or 
“goose” from a tuple up to 100 times. Design your tuple so that “duck” has a probability of being 
selected 85% of the time. Print the random selection to the screen. If “goose” is selected, terminate 
the program.

5. Write a program that attempts to generate simple three-letter words by randomly selecting three 
letters from the alphabet. Sometimes, this will result in a garbled string of letters like XBF or AOG 
whereas other times, it will result in valid English words like MAD or PIG. Your program should 
generate 5 three-letter “words”. Display each word to the screen, then ask the user whether or not it
is a valid word. The user should enter Y (for yes) if it is a valid word, and any other value if not. If 
your program generates one or more valid words, display a message indicating that the program 
was a success. Otherwise, if all 5 “words” were invalid, indicate that the program was unsuccessful.


